CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

The Physics learning media for bilingual education in the topic of Black Body Radiation had been tried out by Senior High School students at several school. Data was gotten by the questionnaire. There were 120 students involved in the try out. Based on the response of the students to the questionnaire given after they completed the try out, we found that 92.42% of the students agreed that READ PRO bilingual Physics learning media is useful. Therefore, we may conclude that the READ PRO has been developed successfully.

5.2 Suggestion

Based on the participating students’ comments to the open questions following the questionnaire, the most frequent suggestions are:

- The researcher should include some exercises.
- The researcher needs to develop READ PRO in the other topic
- The researcher make the design more interesting
- The next researcher should pay attention to the concept, so make pre test and post test
The researcher expects that the other researcher could improve the READ PRO bilingual Physics learning media. Besides that, the researcher also expects that the other could include some exercises about the topics in READ PRO bilingual Physics learning media.
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